1. Journalism internship for beginners:
Those people who want to start their career in the field of journalism or any other fields of mass communication we will provide basic guideline to identifying issues, doing interview and news writing. Interns can write stories for the newspapers, online portal or magazine of their home country as well as the Nepali media.

We distribute their articles via email to the Nepali media, which they may use for free of cost. The students should have good writing skills in English language. We regularly organize cultural tours and discussion program in our office where interns can participate and can develop stories.

2. Program for freelance journalist:
Those people, who are experienced in the field of journalism but are not in any assignment can, also join our program. We will help them to identify interesting issues that may attract the attention of the editor of any media.

One to five months’ Intensive Freelance Journalism Internship provides interested students or volunteers an opportunity to explore & work with Nepal’s great culture, beauty, people and media outlets.

3. Journalism with local media:
Nepali media still need experienced journalists. Experienced journalists who want to utilize his/her time volunteering in Nepali media, we will arrange placement of them in different National Daily News Papers, online news portals and magazines.

For this internship, applicants need to send their updated CV at least one month prior to joining the program and we will send it to the editor of concerned newspapers. This is a time bound placement (you will need to dedicate time for it on all 6 working days) and a much skill requiring job so we encourage you to apply only if you are an experienced journalist.